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No
Contest?
Hamboussi faces write-in candidate for SBA president; 2 vie for V.P. slot
by Evan Barano[f, Editor-in-Chief
First-year Class Director
GeorgeHamboussi, who was thought
to be unopposed in his bid to become
the next president ofthe Student Bar
Association, is facing a last-minute
write-in campaign by Fernando Leal,
2L.
Hamboussi is the only presi
dential candidate on the ballot and
was one of only four people who
handed in valid nominating petitions
for SBA Executive Board positions
by the deadline, which was 4 p.m .
Friday, March 10, at the SBA office.
Fernando Leal announced his candi
dacy March 26. The other three
official candidates include First-year
Class Director Veronica Rodriguez,
Jeremy Toth, 3L, and First-Year
Class Director Mercedes Lindao.
Rodriguez and Toth are com

peting for vice-president, while
Lindao will run unopposed for trea
surer. Peter Thompson, lL, is run
ning as a write-in candidate for par
liamentarian/office manager.
Although only these four stu
dents will be placed on the election
ballot, students have the option of
staging a write-in campaign for any
position.
The SBA General Election for
the SBA's executive officers will
take place from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Wednesday and Thursday, March 29
and 30, outside the law library, ac
cordingtoSBAPresidentBenDwyer.
All law students, including graduat
ing seniors, are eligible to vote.
According to Article III, sec
tion 3(c) of the SBA Constitution,
executive officers are elected by a
plurality of the votes cast for each

office, provided that the candidate
receives at least one-third of the
ballots cast in the race. It further
states that if no candidate receives
the required minimum percentage of
votes, the candidates with the three
highest totals would participate in a
run-off election, provided each such
individual received at least 15 per
cent of the total vote .
The Constitution does not state
ifthere is a requisite number ofvotes
needed to be cast in an election for it
to be valid.
The term for executive officers
runs from May 1 to April 30, accord
ing to Article III, section 4(b). The
term of class directors, pursuant to
Article III, section 4(a), runs "until
their successors are elected or their
graduation, whichever is earlier."
Law students will also vote for

the one student seat on the 10-member University Council. The two
students running for the university
wide position are UB undergradu
ates Andrew Goretsky and Michael

Pierce. Dwyer said the University
Council is like a Board of Directors
for the university and represents the
entire university in all areas of aca
demic and student life.

NewsAnalysis:

Cai,didates reveal their platforms for SBA executive positions

By S t even Dietz, Reporter

With Student Bar Association elections one
day away, the candidates for SBA president, vicepresident and treasurer, both official and write-in,
have kicked their campaigns into full gear. The
purpose of this article is to provide an objective
analysisofthecandidates' political platforms. The
analysis is based primarily on the statements submilled by the candidates and on the interviews of
the candidates which were conducted byTheOpinion Editorial Board.
Theinterviewsandstatementsgive thepublic
a strong indication ofhow the candidates view the
challengesfacingtheSBAinthecomingyear. The
following is a summary of what they had to say.
President
George Hamboussi
First-year Class DirectorGeorgeHamboussi,
the only candidate for SBA president that will be
listed on the ballot, is best known for his efforts to
improve security in the basementofO'Brian Hall.
Through his efforts, safety mirrors were installed
and an emergency phone was connected.
For the coming year, Hamboussi hopes to
work with the administration to improve the law
school aesthetically, especially the first-floor student lounge.
Hamboussi would also work to improve the
social life of the law school. He said that, while
academics are the most important partoftheschool,
social functions play an important role in bringing
the student body together. Not all functions need
to be funded by the SBA, and it could be accomplishedsimplybyhavingclassdirectorsschedule
informal get togethers and chalk them on the
blackboards.
Hamboussi said that, under the leadership of
Ben Dwyer, the SBA has made much progress over
the last year. Hamboussi wants to build upon that
progress by improving the organization ofthe SBA
offices and fully briefingSBAclassdirectorson a
weekly basis so, whenstudentscometothem with
questions, they are able to answer them.
On the subject of fiscal responsibility,
Hamboussi said that he would take a close look at
the lecture line to make sure that speakers are not
brought in from great distances and compensated
for airfare and lodging if suitable speakers are

available locally.
Hamboussi said he promises to comm unicate both with thestudentbody and theadministration and to expand both the educational and social
activities at the law school.
Fernando Leal
Fernando Leal, 2L, is running as a write-in
candidate. He says he is running to give the
students a choice and to address the issues he feels
are not being addressed by the other candidates.
Leal is currently treasurer of the Phi Alpha
Delta Law Fraternity. As an undergraduate at
Fordham University, Leal was founder and chapter
president of Delta Kappa Epsilon and, as such,
initiated several socialserviceprojectssuchas Give
a Child a Christmas, Coats for the Homeless, Toys
for Tots, a magic show for children at St. Luke's
Hospital, and fundraisersfortheArnerican Cancer
Society and victims of Hurricane Hugo. Leal was
also a member of the College Council and the
United Student Government at Fordham.
Leal is concerned about the effects of the
proposed state budget cuts to SUNY and he wants
toorganizeacampus-widefundraisingcampaign
to benefit the university's budget, or a smaller
campaign to offset thecuts to the law school budget.
Leal also proposes a permanent opinion box
outside the SBA office tomakeiteasierforstudents
to express their opinions and concerns to the SBA,
especially at times when the office is closed.
Leal would also look into ways to expedite the
exit of the Economics Department from O'Brian
Hall, and doing something about the $50 nonrefundable graduation gown fee, which he feels is
unwarrantedsincethegownshavetobegivenback.
He would also study the feasibility of having a
nurse on campus.
Vice President
Veronica Rodriguez
Veronica Rodriguez, lL, is currently an SBA
class director. She helped organize an SBAsponsored letter writing campaign protesting the
budget cuts and drafted the model letter used in the
campaign. Shewasalsoinchargeofplanningand
organizing the Barristers' Ball this spring, the first
such event in 40 years, according to Rodriguez.
Rodriguez said these accomplishmentsdemonstratethatshehaslheabilitytogetthingsdone.

She said that she would not stay in the shadows as
vice-president, but would take an active role in
assisting the president.
Rodriguez stressed the importance of fiscal
responsibility and stated that, before voting to
disperse funds in the past year, she inquired about
the state of the SBA budget and how much the
organization could afford. Asked what priorities
she would use in disbursing funds, Rodriguez said
she was impressed by the approach taken by
LATIS, in that it was very well prepared both in its
presentation to the SBA and the memorandum it
submitted in support of recognition and funding.
Rodriguezsaidshewouldworknextyearto
make improvements to the student lounge and
work with the Career Development Office to increase job opportunities available to law students.
Rodriguez also said she would fight the
feeling of apathy and disillusionment among the
law students, in part by hosting mixers with other
graduate schools and other social functions.
Jeremy Toth
Jeremy Toth, 2L, is also vying for SBA vice
president. While an undergraduate, Toth was a
memberoftheexecutiveboardofhiscampusradio
station.
Toth said that he's running because he felt a
strong allegience to the law school for all its
problems. He wanted to be SBA Vice-President in
order to give something back to the school. He said
students have an obligation to the school to do what
they can to improve the school.
Toth emphasized the importance of fiscal
responsibility. Toth said that, while he was impressed with the performance of the SBA as a
whole, fiscal responsibility was a weak point. He
said hewas disconcerted that theSBAdipped below
its emergency fund this year.
Toth would work with the treasurer and class
directors to insure fiscal planning for the whole
year, rather than allocating funds on a piecemeal
basis. He said that the lack of year- round fiscal
planning led to students having to pay for commencement tickets this year and the Students of
Color Recognition Dinner getting less funds than
what they thought they would get at the beginning
of the school year.
Toth would also have the SBA improve

commencement planning by appointing a committee of third-years in the fall for that purpose.
Toth also endorsed the Free Press Amendment, which would prevent the SBA from abriging
the right of free press of any student publication
covering news of interest to the law school.
He said that the most important functions for
the SBA, aside from fiscal responsibility, are to
assist student groups in achieving their goals, to
mediate between student groups and the adminis!ration and to listen to and resolve student complaints.
Treasurer
Mercedes Lindao
Mercedes Lindao, lL, is running unopposed
for SBA treasurer. She was unable to participate in
The Opinion's interview session; consequently,
the following is adapted from the written statement
she submitted.
Lindao is currently an SBA class director.
From 1987 to 1990, she worked as a financial
analyst for a real estate management company
responsible for several condominium complexes
and cooperatives. Her duties included the daily
acccountingofincome and expenses, as well as the
preparation of monthly financial statements and
yearly budgets. From 1990 to present, she has
managed a small business in Hackensack, NJ.
Lindao said that, in the past year, the SBA
arbitrarily allocated funds tocertainstudent groups
for speakers that were not anticipated.
Later in the year, other organizations request
ed additional funds, and funds were promised from
unspent group funds. This caused a problem when
organizations approached the SBA afterwards with
emergency needs, which the SBA was unable to
meet.
Lindao promised that the needs of all the
student organizations would be met equally.
Parliamentarian
There is no official candidate for SBA
parlimentarian. However, Peter Thompson, IL, is
running as a write-in candidates for SBA parlia
mentarian. Thompson neither submitted a written
statement nor interviewed with The Opinion.
The Opinion was not aware of any other
write-incandidatesforparliamentarianoranyother
position at press time yesterday.
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Candidates for SBA President

George Hamboussi, lL

Fernando Leal, 2L (write-in)

This past year has really been incredible for me. Before we all start law school we all have
ideas about what it will be like. Unfortunately, many of the notions that we have are a little far
fetched, more importantly I know that law school will be whatever we make ofit.
As students, we have certain responsibilities that we must accomplish. When considering
going to law school at Buffalo, the school makes many promises through its recruiting proces·s.
Once we arrive, many students feel that the promises are not carried out and it is the job of the
SBA to work with the administration and address the concerns students may have. This years'
Student Bar Association has done a goodjob in solving many ofthe problems that students have
been concerned about. as president, I will continue and expand on the communication that the
SBA has with the student body and as well as the relationship between the SBA and the
administration.
I am running for president because I hope to improve the attitude that soroo s-tudents,ha_ve,
about the law school. I hope to expand the educational as well as social activities that SBA
organizations have. This in return will heighten the administration's awareness and in return
may push them to improve the conditions that we are all concerned about. In speaking to the
administration, they have shown enthusiasm and desire to cooperate with the SBA, all they ask
in return is that we communicate what our concerns are. If elected I can ensure that the
administration will have someone to work with and the job will get done.
I think that a presidential candidate should be someone who is familiar with the issues of
the law school, someone who has a foundation before they are elected into office. I hope that
my recordofgetting things done will speak for itself. I am dedicated to the student body as well
as to the school and will be more than happy to work with you and listen to your concerns in order
to address them at meetings. Please make the right choice in electing a student president
and vote for GEORGE J, HamBOUSSI JR. I will not let you down.

WE DESERVE A CHOICE is the motto of my campaign, I am Fernando Leal and I am
running as a write-in candidate for SBA President. I have decided to run because there are many
issues that will face the SBA in the upcoming year, and much to my dismay none of these issues
have been addressed by the other candidate. The SBA is ripe to make an impact because of a
stable and solid year. The SBA under Ben Dwyer's leadership was able to acquire the following
results with some pressure and some co-operation with the administration, faculty, and student
body. The results were: most of our grades were posted by the deadline, the Barrister Ball was
revived, and the SBA was more accessible than in the past. These were just some of the
accomplishments of the SBA this year, but there is still a wealth of ideas and issues that need
to be addressed. In the following paragraphs I will address a few of these problems and some
possjblesolutions. . .
- ,, 1
,- ,- In what seems l0'he.emincnt cutKto-0mschooUs budget by short:si·ght politieians; the SBA
should be looking at ways to ameliorate the impact of these cuts. One way could be by having
a university wide fund raiser. The SBA in conjunction with all the other student organizations
and governments should establish a fund raiser with a goal of"X" amount of dollars to be raised
over a period of a month; the money raised will then be added to the university's budget. The
result is the budget will be augmented, hence, making the fiscal cuts less harsh on the law school
as well as the rest of the university. In the alternative, if no one wants to participate, then we
can have our own fund raiser of which the money will go only for the law school budget.
The SBA should have a permanent opinion box outside the office. The reason is to make
it easier for the students to give the SBA suggestions, opinions and ideas. This will allow for
a freedom of ideas and exchanges between the SBA and the students. The very name of the
organization begets this idea-- Student Bar Association, which means that everyone has a vested
stake in the organization not just does that are elected. The opinion box will allow the students
to express their views even ifno one is in the office when they come by with a concern. Another
area that the SBAshould be looking into is the reputation of our law school outside of Western
New York. This is an area that effects everyone equally, because we are all looking for
employment. Some initiatives have taken place, for example, our improved Research and
Writing course and the instituting of the new curriculum, but we cannot stop there. One way to
improve our reputation is by establishing our identity as a law school; a major step taken was
expelling the economics department, albeit on paper, from our building. It appears to me that
what should have been a fairly quick transition is taking far to long, in such a case it is the SBA's
duty to its constituents to apply the necessary pressure to effectuate the transition, so that our
new curriculum could be implemented correctly. This will increase our reputation because we
will produce better attorney's, and this is the best way to make employers notice our students
and future graduates.
Other issues that the SBA should look into are: the fifty dollar non-refundable deposit on
our graduate gown which we have to give back after the ceremony, the feasibility of having a
nurse on campus, and whatever other ideas and suggestions you have to offer.
Some of you are reading this statement thinking to yourselfthese are good ideas, but why
shouldwevote for him? What experience does he havewith running an organization? The reason
you should vote for me is I will provide a fresh, new perspective to the SBA No, I have not been
a part of SBA, but I have extensive experience in running organizations. As an undergraduate
at Fordham University, I was founder and chapter president for three years ofmy fraternity Delta
Kappa Epsilon, at which time I initiated several service projects which are still on going, they
are: Give a Child a Christmas, Coats for the Homeless, Toys for Tots, Provided a magic show
for diseased children at St. Luke's Hospital, fund raiser for the Cancer Society, and a fund raiser
for t~e victims of Hurricane Hugo. I was a member of the College Council which was a ruling
body comprised ofstudents and faculty whosejob was to establish school policy, and a member
oftheUnitedStudentGovernrnentwhichwasarulingbodycomprisedofelectedstudentswhose
function was to voice the student's concerns. As a member I sponsored the acceptance of four
new clubs, and helped three other clubs organize and petition for acceptance. I was also
Commentary Editorof the school newspaper and won the Student Leadership Award. At present,
I am a member and treasurer of Phi Alpha Delta Law Fraternity.
Unlike the other candidate who has run a covert campaign and probably will run the SBA
in the same fashion, if elected president,just like my campaign, I will have a policy of open and
forth right discussion of the issues and I will encourage the students, as I am now, to voice all
of there concerns. We need a president that has solid experience, fresh perspective, and will be
a decisive leader -- I helieve I am such a person.
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Candidates for SBAVice President

Veronica Rodriguez, lL

Jeremy Toth, 2L

Being an elected SBA official is a serious responsibility. It takes more than simply having
one's own opinion about an issue (i.e. A Poli tical Platform). It takes more than just being able
to articulate your philosophical ideals. Being an SBA official demands an ability to get things
done. It is a job. One which deserves a high level of commitment.
The student body deserves to be represented by officials who are responsive to their needs
and wants. Students deserve to have dynamic, dedicated, and interested leaders. Leaders who
have the ability to bring students together, the ability to negotiate problems effectively and fairly,
and the ability to get the job done. I possess these qualities and this is why I have chosen to run
for Vice-President of the Student Bar Association.
As a class director this year, I committed myself to responding to the needs and wants of
my fellow colleagues. There was a desire for a semi-formal affair. I respo1,1pt:_d by,t~king.tbe,
leadand tuuiiag tbi~•Qt;,sirt;,into;a reelitr1/Fbea:esukwasthe filistBarr-ister's Baii'this sihool
has had in about 40 ye.;rs. There were student concerns about SUNY budget cuts. I helped in
the letter writing campaign by drafting a form letter to Governor Pataki for students to use.
Throughout the year students had-various concerns and I endeavored to address them at SBA
meetings. Students expressed concerns about how much of their money was being spent, and
as a result, before voting to dispense funds, I tooktheconservativeapproach by first learning what
the SBA budget was and how much we-could afford to spend. I believe that fiscal responsibility
is ofthe utmost importance, and as a government body we should be able to budget intelligently
and effectively. Many students I have spoken to have commented about how disillusioned they
have become in SBA because of negative events that have occurred in the past. This level of
apathy is quite disconcerting. During my term as a class director, I have strived to help change
this by generating positive events and acting responsibly in my decision-making capacity. I want
to continue in these endeavors as Vice-President:
As Vice-President, one focal point will be to address the serious concern among students
from all yearswithJOBS. Undoubtedly, the job market is tight, and resources are limited. I would
like SBA to work with the Career Development office and other student groups to help increase
the number ofjob opportunities available to UB Law students. I am also interested in improving
the quality of life here at UB by maintaining the Barrister's Ball as a tradition, refurbishing the
student lounge, and hosting other functions that will foster school spirit. I would like to help make
UB Law a place where students are happy, well adjusted, and productive.

There are several questions everyone asks you when you decide to run for an SBA position.
Here they are:
Why do you want to be on SBA? My first reason is thatlhaveafiercesenseofloyalty to
this school. With all of its problems and shortcomings, I really am very happy to be here and am
also very optimistic about the future. I think most people feel that once they graduate the school
becomes irrelevant. This is a mistake. If in ten years this school is below average then of course
it will reflect poorly on everyone who graduated from it regardless ofwhen they graduated. On
the other hand, if this school is top twenty in ten years we will all benefit. I think each student
has an obligation to the school, fellow students and alumni to improve the school. Most of my
cynical friends will be laughing right about now, but I really believe that we all owe something
to this university. Becoming the SBAvice president is my way ofattempting to give something
back1tothe!-1chool. '
Why not President? Everyone asks me this question and I don't really understand why,
though I guess its flattering. I was going to run for president until I found out that George was
running. Ireally don't know him but I know of him and he seems like a really good guy. He will
probably do a better job at President than I could and he deserves the job.
What do you think the functions ofthe SBA shouldbe? First, let me say thatl think that Ben
and Les and the rest of the active SBA did an excellent job this year. It was not until I found out
the neither Ben nor Les was running that I decided to run for a position.
ThemostimportantroleoftheSBAisfiscalresponsibility. TheSBAisgivenahugechunk
of the student's money and has to be careful with how those funds are allocated. All money
allocations have to be very carefully considered so that when late spring comes funds are still
available for groups and emergencies. While I do believe the SBA did a spectacular job, I was
a little concerned that the funds dipped below the emergency cushion. I will try not to Jet this
happen.
Another important function, perhaps as important, is catering to the needs ofstudent groups
equally and fair! y. The SBA has an affirmative duty to foster all ofthe student groups and to help
them operate. This is not simply allocating funds but also helping the groups in any manner the
organization may request. I feel very strongly that the diversity and quality of student
organizations reflects directly on the quality of the Jaw school education Buffalo has to offer.
Finally, I feel the SBA is the institution for voicing student complaints. This years SBA
handled a number of controversies and, while I do not necessarily agree with the outcomes of
those controversies, I think in each instance the SBA reacted appropriately and professionally.
The SBA is not a body that should be used for private ideological goals. The SBA must, to best
of its ability, represent the student body and, therefqre, must respond to all student complaints.
It is necessarily the forum for airing these complaints andmust be run by people who understand
this role and who are respectful and tolerant of every student's viewpoint.
I hope everyone votes. We need a quor~m to amend the constitution and the Free Press
Amendment must be passed.
•
•
•

Candidate for SBATreasurer
Mercedes Lindao, lL
I have been active! y involved in the Student Bar Association since September 1994. I am currently running for the treasurer
position effective May 1, 1995 to May 1, 1996. The experience will not be new to me.
From 1987 to 1990, I was fortunate to work in a real estate management company as a financial analyst for several
condominium complexes and cooperatives. My obligations consisted of daily accounting of income and expenses. My
responsibilities extended to monthly financial statements and yearly budgets. The total financial portfolio was three million
dollars a year.
Since 1990 I have managed and operated a small business in Hackensack, New Jersey . I have experience in negotiations
with attorneys, city inspectors, contractors, sales person, insurance agents and vendors.
Within the past year I have assisted the current treasurer in organizing and filing financial reports. I have become familiar
with the distribution of funds and the needs of the different organizations. Funds have been arbitrarily given to organizations
who did not budget unexpected speakers. Because of these unbudgeted iterns, some organizations have requested additional
funds and received either partial or the entire amounts requested. However, other organizations were not able to enjoy the same
benefits. The needs of all the organizations should he addressed equally.
As treasurer for the Law School, 1will extend my experiences and do the best I can to fairly represent the student body.
Kindly vote for Mercedes Lindao on March 29th and 30th .
•,__ -.• ·- .._-. '• ...._~
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EDITORIAL:

Endorsements for SBA Executives
SBA President: Tie
The consensus of the Board is that George Hamboussi shouldn't take Fernando Leal 's
write-in campaign lightly. We were impressed enough with Leal 's ideas and initiative to
question whether Hamboussi is the only person for the job of SBA president.
George Hamboussi
Ham boussi, the only candidate that will be placed on the ballot, has a strong record of
listening to student concerns and following through on his campaign promises. For example,
Hamboussi relentlessly pressured the administration to improve the conditions of O'Brian
Hall's basement and should be credited with the significant improvements that were done.
Hamboussi's accessibility and dedication to the students car.not be questioned.
Hamboussi said he wants to continue many of the positive things the SBA has done this
year. He said he wants to continue with the Community Day and Barristers' Ball, and also
wants to continue to pressure the faculty to get their grades in on time. He also said he wanted
to follow through with renovating the student lounge.
However, Hamboussi did not state what new issues needed to be addressed. The Board
was concerned with his vague agenda for the future and his prioritizing of social events.
Hamboussi said he wants to improve "the attitude about the school" and make sure that the
administration keeps its promises to the students. While these seem like noble goals,
Hamboussi cited few specifics to explain what promises weren't kept or how he would improve
the school's attitude.
Hamboussi ' s focus was on increasing the amount of"social gatherings" in order to foster
community spirit. He described these social gatherings as informal get-togethers, like the
ones that first-years had at the beginning of the year. While he said the SBA would not fund
these gatherings but merely encourage them, we find this priority of his to be misplaced.
While informal large gatherings are probably a good idea for the first weeks ofthe new
semester for incoming students, we question their long term value. Students find their own
circle and begin to form friendships that will last, in some cases, for a lifetime. Also, as the
semester progresses, students face heavier workloads causing them to lose interest in social
events (which is probably a good idea ifthey want to pass Research& Writing and Con Law).
While we are all for fostering a sense of community, we question Hamboussi 's emphasis on
SBA sponsored social events (i.e.- boozefests).
Hamboussi would have been betteroff defining in concrete terms his plans for next year.
While the fact that he was running unopposed until a few days ago may have affected his
campaign strategy, this is no excuse for lacking a clear agenda for the future.
Nevertheless, Hamboussi did offer some suggestions on how to improve how the SBA
can better relate to the students. He said that SBA directors should be better trained on the
resources and services available in the SBA office. He stated that directors should know the
location of vital information in the office and be able to assist students with their needs. We
agree with this approach to student services and encourage its implementation.
In sum, Hamboussi is a proven advocate for student concerns and we remain confident
in his ability to read the student pulse like he has accurately done in the past. Hamboussi has
always been open and accessible in our dealings with him -- two qualities that signify an
excellent student representative. If elected, we hope Hamboussi recognizes that his role as
student advocate would be his primary responsibility, which would include ensuring that
students' voices are heard concerning commencement and the implementation of the New
Curricul urn, among other issues.
Fernando Leal
The Opinion first learned ofsecond-year law student Fernando Leal 's write-in candidacy
on Sunday, through a phone call from Leal' s campaign manager. That person argued that
it would be unfair to deny Leal an interview solely because he was not an "official" candidate,
but a write-in candidate. We agreed.
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However, while we were pleased that the presidential race was now contested, we had low
expectations ofthe largely unknown candidate. After hearing his platform, we feel our fears may
be for naught; Leal 's interesting ideas and demonstrated enthusiasm not only convinced us that
he merited an interview, but also that he was a worthy presidential candidate.
Leal stated that he was running to give the students a choice in the election. He felt, and
weagree, that, with one candidate running, issues that need to be addressed were not getting aired.
Leal said that he wanted to see a legitimate race for president and only this would guarantee
a complete discussion of the issues.
Leal addressed the tuition increase and what students should be doing to influence the
decision making process. He proposed a fundraising effort directed at alumni and friends ofthe
university. While we feel this idea has merit, Leal' s proposals were still in their embryonic stage.
They need to be more fully developed and refined.
He proposed an opinion box outside the SBA office, where students could communicate with
the SBA. We feel that this is a good idea as communication is the key to effective leadership;
students must have the opportunity to communicate with their representatives. A box where
. someone can drop off a quick note voicing a concern or addressing a problem is a conv:!nience
that will serve the students well.
Leal also ·s poke about the graffiti problem in the bathrooms and on the desks. He stated
that !he problem is becoming significant and should be taken seriously. We agree. The O'Brian
physical plant is deteriorating rapid] y. Action should be taken now before conditions really reach
the danger point.
However, we remain concerned with Leal 'slack of SBA experience. Particularly for SBA
president, familiarity with the operations of the SBA and the rurming of the meetings is vital.
The president needs to be able to run an orderly meeting and also must be able to train the other
SBA representatives. While Leal said he had some experience running meetings as president
of his undergraduate fraternity, we question whether this is enough.
Overall, Leal' s ideas are good, but need more definition. However, the fact that they have
been raised is a service to the students. An open and fair debate of the issues is fundamental to
the successful functioning of the electoral process. We support Leal 's courage in running as a

write-in candidatl!, which is always an uphill battle.
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SBA Vice President: Jeremy Toth
While the Board felt both candidates were well qualified for the position, the Board felt
the need for third-year representation on the SBA Executive Board and Toth 's priori ties ofstudent
advocacy and fiscal responsibility tipped the scale in favor of Jeremy Toth.
Jeremy Toth
Second-year law student Jeremy Toth impressed the Board with his solid ideas and clear
vision for the SBA.
Toth had three major points. The first was the need for greater fiscal responsibility. Toth
questioned the process that the SBA uses to allocate funds. He expressed concern over all the
"supplementary" allocations at the end of the semester while at the same time not having
sufficient funds for the Students of Color Dinner--funds that had been promised to the group last
semester.
Toth was also concerned that third-year students are being asked to pay for graduation
tickets. He stated that it was irresponsible to fund groups with "emergency funds" while
charging students to attend their own commencement reception.
Second, Toth wanted the SBA to lend more support to student groups. He suggested that
the SBA could help student groups run more efficiently. We agree. The SBA could better help
promote group events. This would force groups to organize earlier and should lead to increased
attendance at group events. We are confident that Toth would explore these and other ideas on
how to promote efficiency.
Third, Toth feels that the SBA should be the point ofinteraction between students, student
groups, and the administration. He believes that the SBA must be tolerant and listen to all
viewpoints. It should not become a platform for the furtherance of political agendas or goals.
He said the SBA needs to insure that the administration listens to the concerns of students.
We agree with Toth and were impressed with his presentation and his response to our
questions. Not only are his priorities in the right place, but we feel Toth's presence on the
Executive Board of the SBA will be an asset for two additional reasons.
First, we feel it is important for the SBA Executive Board to contain third-year represen
tation, especially in light of the controversy surrounding this year's commencement; Toth is the
only second-year that will be placed on the ballot. (While we do not wish to say that only third
years can represent third years, or that there must be a "class" representative on the Board, we
do believe that it is vital that all students feel that their interests are being looked after and
represented.)
Second, Toth is not currently on the SBA and we feel that someone new, without
preconceived notions or ideas, would be an asset to the SBA's Executive Board. Whereas
inexperience is a stark liability for SBA president, it is not a fatal flaw in the vice-president. The
vice-presidency could be effectively filled by someone with Toth's inexperience.
The SBA, like most organizations, sometimes suffers from a "that's the way we did it last

year" mentality. A new member can infuse a fresh perspective to issues and facilitate
improvements that are necessary to improve the operation of the SBA; we believe Toth is such
a person.

Veronica Rodriguez
Like Hamboussi, First-year Class Director Veronica Rodriguez was one of themore active
student representatives. She organized the Barristers' Ball and played a key role in the letter
writing campaign to fight the budget cuts. She does have a proven recordof"getting things done."
The editorial board was impressed with her overall professionalism and commitment. She said
that, "being on the SBA is a job she takes seriously."
Rodriguez seemed primarily concerned with the level ofapathy and school spirit. She wants
to foster a sense of unity, by sponsoring more social events. Rodriguez would like to see more
"mixers," not only with law students, but also with the medical school and other professional
schools.
While most everyone likes to party, we feel that the SBA should not be turned into "party
central." We feel her emphasis on parties is misplaced.
We were also turned off by what we perceived as an unwarranted attack on current SBA
Vice President Les Machado's record. Machado, although not in the limelight, has been an
important behind-the-scenes force on the SBA executive board.
Nevertheless, Rodriguez offered good ideas. Rodriguez suggested that the SBAwork with
the Career Development Office to improve their services and get students more jobs. While we
are unsure what the SBA could do in this regard, this is a noble goal.
Rodriguez also stressed fiscal responsibility. This is an important goal and we hope next
year's officers follow through on this issue.
Overall, Veronica Rodriguez is a competent, qualified candidate with a proven record who
would make a good officer. The Board preferred Toth's priorities to hers,

SBA Treasurer: None
First-year Class Director Mercedes Lindao is running unopposed for treasurer. She was
unable to attend our interview session on Sunday and, therefore, we feel we cannot offer the
students any insight into her plans for the SBA. The editorial board was encouraged by the fact
that she cared enough to submit a candidate statement. We can only hope that fiscal
responsibility is a prime concern of hers.
SBA Parliamentarian: None
While we are aware of one write-in candidate for parliamentarian, he declined to be
interviewed and failed to even submit a candidate statement. We, therefore, have no information
on this race.
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SBA General Election Free PressA01end01ent Referendu01
Against

For
To the Editor:
One of the issues on this year's election ballot will be the approval of the Free Press
Amendment, the proposed amendment to the SBA Constitution which will prohibit theSBAfrom
sanctioning The Opinion for its content.
The 1983 and 1985 SBA administrations sanctioned The Opinion by reducing its funding
as a punitive response to the newspaper's content. Other administrations have attempted to do
so, going so far as to put it to a vote, but were unsuccessful. These past experiences have caused
us concern.
Adam Easterday and Sandy Fazili claim that The Opinion is not independent; we take issue
with their claim. The fact that we are funded does not mean we are or should be subject to those
who hold our purse strings. Opponents who claim "The First Amendment doesn't apply here"
miss the whole point of running a newspaper. The First Amendment protects the freedom ofthe
press; it makes no distinction on whether the newspaper is independently funded or subject to
budgetary approval.
Perhaps Mr. Easterday and Mr. Fazili are unaware ofthe Rosenberger case current! y before
the Supreme Court in which a student-run, religious publication is suing the UDiversity ofVirginia
based on its decision to refuse funding the publication. If the First Amendment means what
Easterday and Fazil i say it means, the publication wouldhaveno case. The fact that the Supreme
Court is hearing the case demonstrates the error of Easterday's and Fazili's position.
For those ofus who do not religious! y attend SBA meetings, The Opinion is the on!y source
of information as to what the SBA does. Without the Free Press Amendment, we would have
the threat of sanctions hanging over our heads, which would influence what we report to the
students. As a result, you would be hurt most of all.
The Opinion exists for the benefit of the students, not the SBA. By passing the Free Press
Amendment, you will be insuring that you hear the whole truth and not what passes SBA approval.
If there really is no dangerof sanctions, why is there any opposition to the amendment? Passing
the amendment will not give The Opinion free reign; it merely allows us to print what you have
the right to know and we have the duty to tell you.

This letter is in response to your editorial in the March 8th edition. This editorial was
entitled "Vote Yes for Free Press Amendment. We must take exception with your position.
First and foremost, the Opinion is not, "like all newspapers" nor is it, as you seem to imply,
an independent newspaper. As your own masthead right below the editorial points out, albeit
in very small print, the Opinion is a student-owned and run pubIi cation" ( the use of the adjective
"independent" immediately proceeding this phrase is nonsensical, if it is student owned just
what is it independent from?). As such the Opinion's situation vis-a-vis the Student Bar
Association is not comparable to that ofthe New York Times and the U.S. government. It is more
correct to analogize the Opinion to the Stars and Stripes, a publication ofthe U.S. armed forces.
Given all of this, the SBA while arguably a "state actor" is not in violation of the First
Amendment protection of free press if it sanctions the Opinion. The Opinion is subject to SBA
control by the provisions of the SBA Constitution which grants the SBA, among other powers
"precedence over all other recognized and duly approved student organizations and activities."
(SBA Constitution Article IV. Section l(A)). Ofcourse the Opinioncouldargueit is not a student
organization or activity but that seems difficult given their admission that they ares tudent owned
and run.
Additionally, the SBA as the duly elected student government has as a one of its duties the
power to "Charter, rescind charters, impose sanctions and provide for regulation of the law
student organizations." (See SBA Constitution Article IV. Section l(A)(2)) Thus, whether this
Amendment passes, the Opinion as a student organization can still be sanctioned, or at least the
possibility for sanctions remains.
Finally let us just say for the record, we are not speaking for the SBA but expressing our
own personal view. We voted to place the amendment on the ballot which is clearly
distinguishable from supporting the Amendment. The voters have the right to choose an di urge
them to do so, because, as the Opinion correctly noted, a vote by twenty percent of the student
body is required to make any Amendment official. However, we ask them to consider this issue
carefully and not get caught up in the First Amendment rhetoric of the Opinion editorial. The
First Amendment doesn't apply here.

SC HO LARSH

Sareer Fazili
SBA 2L Director

Adam Easterday
SBA Parliamentarian

The Opinion Editorial Board
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UNIVERSITY AT BUFFALO LAW SCHOOL

PHILLIPS

ThelawfirmofPhillips, Lytle, Hitchcock, Blaine & Huberisofferingtwo$2,500
scholarships for the 1995-1996 academic year. One scholarship will be to a second-year
student and the other to a third-year student.
The purpose of the scholarships is to add diversity to the local Bar by providing financial
support to law students in a minority or other group that is traditionally underrepresented and
who have expressed an interest in practicing law in Western New York. A person can receive
the award for two consecutive years.

LYTLE
HITCHCOCK

The selection committee uses the following criteria in awarding the scholarships:
• Membership in a minority or other group that is traditionally underrepresented in the
legal community of Western New York

BLAINE

• Factors demonstrating especially strong character, experience or ability
• Intent to remain and practice law in Western New York after graduation and a
commitment to this geographical area
• Financial need
• Academic record
If you would like to apply for the 1995-96 scholarship, please submit a letter of interest,
together with a current resume, to:

HUBER

The UB Law School Scholarship Committee
c/o Associate Dean Aundra Newell, Chair
312 O'Brian Hall
Buffalo, NY I 4260

ATTORNEYS

The letter should indicate .how you meet the above criteria. By applying for the scholarship,
you authorize the selection committee to have access to your law school file and transcript.
The deadline for submission of letters is March 31, 1995. Finalists will be
notified in April that they have been chosen to be interviewed. Interviews will be conducted by
members of the law firm of Phillips, Lytle, Hitchcock, Blaine & Huber in April and the scholarships
awarded shortly thereafter.
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What The Opinion could look like without the protection
ofthe Free Press Amendment.

0PINION

All the news that's fit to print

Think about it.

Vote Yes for a Free Press.
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Nei·i K · Rutter
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Another PMBR
Multistate Success Story!
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